Book of Dreams: Destiny

Destiny is the third and final dark fantasy
novel in the Book of Dreams series.
Nicodemus Smith can control dreams, but
can she control Destiny? She will have to if
she is to save her lover and the Narcoscape
from a rogue agent of the FBI. Once the
criminal elements began controlling their
gangs from the Dreamside where there
could be no wiretaps or spying by the usual
law enforcement organizations, it was only
a matter of time before the worlds
governmental agencies started trying to
build beachheads in the Narcoscape. The
Dream Police are doing what they can to
keep official intervention away from the
Dreamside, but it is an uphill battle
especially when governments start
experimenting with mind-control and end
up engineering someone unspeakably
powerful who gets away from them.
Depending who one asks, this man is either
a saint or doomsday for the world. If this
was not troubling enough, someone has
been kidnapping homeless kids off the
streets of San Francisco. Nic soon
discovers that these kids all had something
in common besides a history of mental
illness. They all possessed a physical
marker that was the result of being treated
in utero with mind-control drugs. Fearing
that someone is cleaning up their illegal
experiments, Nic must move fast to save
them. Wakeside she has little power, but
Dreamside Nic has a chance of bringing
these kids home safe and will make the
effort though it puts her life in danger.
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